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Guide introduction

This is the guide of the Bastard Girls game, created by @Leocid2. You can find this game on Patreon.

If you like the game, please consider to support the work.

In the game unfortunately there isn’t a list about the quest, but they are there anyway. Also, the navigation can be a little bit weird for some of you at the first times, so this guide focus on these things.

Disclaimer! I do not take responsibility for any error or fault regarding this guide. I try my best to cover everything in the game, but as I’m a human I might make mistakes. Every mistake will be corrected if anyone report it to me via PM here.

As I’m not a native English speaker, sorry for any spelling/language mistake.

Gameplay

In this game you have to seduce as many girl, as possible. But some girls will require time and work to achieve. Beside that, you have to work, because you have to pay sometimes, and sometimes that won’t be cheap. Also, you need to go to the school and study, because your school performance affects on the girls too. And beside everything else, you should prepare yourself for the fights… If those will ever come.

Oh, and most importantly, just enjoy the scenes.

While you playing, you can talk, flirt, date with some of the girls who are available. Also, you can give them presents and some of them will even study with you. During these activities, you’ll be able to get some affection points for that girl. Also, if you want too much, you can lose some. Each activities need some affection points, and of course if you want to have sex with them, you have to achieve high affection.

The game only display a heart icon, which shows the affection, but the full red heart only mean 100 affection. Of course, some of the activities need much more affection, and you can get that too. While the display won’t shows the affection above 100, the game will continue to count it.

In the first times the navigation and the map system can be a little bit weird, so there is some picture and description in this guide which hopefully can help you walk through the city and reach your destination. To check it, go to the Map section.

Prologue

First you get a letter, and ask if you want to go to the colleges. And of course you want to go… right? Speak with the principal and ask everything you want. Then leave her office and meet Katerina and Sophie. As you leave the school you’ll meet Kyo too… sort of. On the roof click on Sophie and talk with her. Now meet Carol, Sasha and Elena. From now on, it depends on you what will happen. But I’m sure a plenty of things with happen.
The main part of the GUI is always on the top of the screen. The following icons are the most important for the game:

- The day of the week, and the day of the month. It's important for the school and other activities.
- The time of the day. Can be morning, noon, afternoon, and night.
- The girls list, and the level of affection.
- Item list, that you can buy from Karmen's shop.
- Study points
- Money
- As far as I can see, there isn't any use for this in version 0.10

An average day

In the game a day is split up in 4 parts: Morning, Noon, Afternoon, Night

Every day, you'll wake up in the morning in your room (or in a room later). You can choose to go to the girls' room (if you dare), or go to the bathroom (to spy, if you dare). Otherwise you can go to the kitchen to eat your breakfast. In the kitchen at first, it's only Sophie (you can eat breakfast, do morning sport or take a shower later on), but later on Miranda can give you breakfast too. You can't leave the house without breakfast!

After your breakfast, from Monday to Friday you'll be in school, where one of the three teachers will teach you something. Occasionally you'll be assigned to group work with one of the students (or later with Olivia), where you can get some study points.

At noon, you'll be at school, but your class finished, so you can go anywhere in the school you want. You can go to the corridor, or to the principal's corridor, but aside from the tasks, there are just girls who will masturbate. You can go to the teacher's room, to talk with them, or to meet with Olivia later on. You can visit the Gym, where there is not much to see at first, but later on, after Elena's questline, there will be interesting
things. And last but not least, you can go to the cafeteria where Carol, Sasha and (most of the times) Elena will wait you to spend a little time with you, so you can get some affection.

After that you can continue to explore the school, or you can go home. In the afternoon, you can study on your PC (you’ll study until night), you can visit the girls’ room for some fun (if you dare), you can check if somebody waits for you in the kitchen, or in the living room, you can go to the roof to spend some time with the girls there (you’ll spend your time there until night) and last but not least, you can go to the city to explore it, and such.

At night at first you can’t go out of your home, but later on you can go to the club, at home you can check the girls’ room (if you dare) or the bathroom for spying. And of course, you can sleep.

At the weekend the only difference is that after the breakfast you’ll be in the afternoon immediately.

**Quests**

**Know the island**
- Visit the Temple of Brotherhood, go back again and talk with Lady Marian.
- Go to Lady Victoria and speak with her until she won’t say anything new.
- Go to the Temple of the Servant Guild.
- Go to the school and go to the hallway where the principal’s office can be found and found the little girl. *(From now on you can go to the pizza restaurant, to work.)*
- Talk with Lady Anais, then go to the Servant Guild and talk with her again. Talk with Freyja and Astrid as well.

**The Ceremony**
- You have to get $500 for the ceremonial dress, so you have to work. See *work section*.
- Go to the Servant Guild, talk with Astrid and buy the ceremonial dress.
- Enjoy the Ceremony of Delivery.

**Master’s checkout**
- Wait for Sophie to tell you, that you have to go to the hospital.
- Go there and meet Miranda.
- Wait for Sophie to tell you about the club.
- Go there until you reach 90 points with Miranda.
- You’ll meet Miranda after school.
- At the night to again to the club, and Miranda became your lover.

**Help Lilith**
- Go to the cemetery and meet Lilith. *(From now on, Sophie will ask if she can sleep with you.)*
- Meet Lilith again and help the ghost.
- Go back to Lilith again and talk with her.
- Go to the beach and go to the bar terrace and talk with Miranda *(you should finish the Master’s checkout quest first)*.
- Go back to the cemetery.
- Take Lilith to the hospital.
- Go to Lady Victoria and listen their talk.

**Favor for Miranda**
- Talk with Alexia and Miranda at the beach bar terrace.

**Leonora’s visits**
*Important*: Finish Lilith’s questline, before you do Leonora’s questline
A few days after the ceremony, Leonora and Regina will visit you.
After the visit, you need to go to school and attend 14 class, where Olivia is the teacher.
At the 15th time, you’ll be in the group with Leonora, who will visit your home.
After a few days Sophie will ask you to go to the beach with her. Go with her and enjoy.
After that, go to the toilet after school and enjoy.
Go to Lady Victoria and talk with her.

Olivia’s sadness
Important: Finish Leonora’s questline, before you do Olivia’s questline
- Pass the exam.
- Go to the beach and visit the bar, talk with Olivia.
- Go to the Temple of Brotherhood and ask about sending the package.
- Go to the Temple of the servant Guild and talk with Lady Anais.
- Go to the pizza restaurant and talk with Karmen.
- When you get the $2000 go back and talk with her again, then pay the money.
- Go back to the beach bar and talk with Olivia.
- After you found the keys, go to Olivia’s apartment.
- You can now fun with Olivia during group work (also you’ll get 10 study points for it).
- After that, go to the teacher’s room.
- Go to Olivia’s apartment and talk with her.
- Fuck her 5 times in the teacher’s room.
- Go to the teacher’s room again and talk with Olivia.
- Go to the Servant Guild and talk with Lady Anais.
- Go home and talk with the girls then go with Olivia to Lady Anais.
- After the next class with Olivia, go to the teacher’s room.
- Now at the afternoon if you go to Olivia’s apartment, you can explore the place.
- Stay with Olivia and enjoy.
- At the morning, go to the bathroom and enjoy.
- Go to the kitchen and enjoy (if you choose to fuck her, you’ll be late from school and Katerina will punish you).

Carnival or funeral
- Go to the Temple of Brotherhood after you started Olivia’s quest.
- Go there again.
- Go to the Temple after the attack.

Elena’s problem
- Play a basketball with Elena, after you lose, Sophie will teach you (for $100), after play with Elena again.
  - Good way (you have to finish the Master’s checkout quest)
    - Win the game.
    - Go to the city and have sex with her.
    - Go to the Gym and talk with the teacher.
    - Go to the school and watch the events.
    - When you see Elena on the couch at the afternoon, go with the to the rehab.
    - When you’ll find her in the kitchen talk with her and go to camp with her.
    - Buy the equipment from Karmen (need $300).
    - Go camping with Elena.
  - Bad way
    - Win the game.
    - Go to the city and have sex with her.
- Go to the Gym and talk with the teacher.
- Go to the school and watch the events.
- Wait two weeks and take her to rehab.
- When you'll find her in the kitchen talk with her and go to camp with her.
- Buy the equipment from Karmen.
- Go camping with Elena.
  - Elena is now your girlfriend, you can go to the city with her if you find her at the city center. *(You need money for it.)*
  - After you see that Elena talks with Sophie go to Elena's room. You can check multiple times.

**Lucia's favour**

- Go to the storage room and talk with Lucia

**Events**

I. Melanie, Tatiana, Megan & Scarlet meeting – You can see this after you talked Lady Marian until she won't tell any new to you. Maybe some future event will connect to this.

II. Kaira, Cornelia, Clarissa & Sophie, Osiris fight – This will happen after you talk with Lady Anais

III. Rosa and Karmen talk – This will open Karmen’s shop

IV. Ruby and Carol talk – From now on, you'll find Carol in the living room at the afternoon, open up date with Carol

V. Sophie and Sasha talk – This will open future path with Sasha

VI. Sasha, Alexia and Paula talk – From now on, there will be sexism class for the girls

VII. Sexism class

VIII. Sophie’s visit at the morning at the day after the ceremony – Sophie’s new dress

IX. Paula and Alexia talk – After Alexia was punished after the first sexism class

X. Regina at the spa – After Leonora’s first visit, go to the spa, opens up spa job

XI. Girls’ group talk – After you won the game against Elena, after this you can see the match between Elena and Bianca

XII. Attack from helicopter – Happen after you and Leonora talk with Lady Victoria, open up funeral instead of carnival

XIII. Carol and Kyo competition – After you had sex with Carol

**Carol event**

- You have to gather a lot of affection (300+)
- Go to the roof, and if she is alone there you can have sex with her
- After you find her in the living room, bring her a date, and buy her the teddy bear
- When you find her in the kitchen, bring her to the pizza restaurant, and pay for it
- You can visit her in her room, and in the bathroom, also you can lick her pussy during study

**Sasha event**

- You have to gather a lot of affection (180+)
- When you find her in the kitchen, talk with her
- You can find her again in the kitchen, so talk with her again
- And you again can find her in the kitchen
- Now go to the bathroom and talk, then spy on her
- Next day, go to her room

**Katerina event**

- If you are late from school, you'll be in detention with Katerina *(study points will greatly suffer)*
- Next time you are there alone with Katerina you can lick her pussy *(study points and affection with Sophie will greatly suffer)*
Points

Affection points
As you can read above, one of the points is the affection points. Each girl has their own affection level, and you have to go the points for each one to achieve new things. There are only some of the girls with who you can go further, and those are the girls who have the heart icon next to their image in the menu.

For Sasha, Carol and Elena, the most points you can get while meeting them in the cafeteria at school. For Sophie, the events gave the most points, but later on you can meet her in the club at night, there you can get more points. For Miranda, the club will be the solution, there you can get plenty of points. For Olivia, her event will give the points.

To detailed description, check the girls section.

Study points
The other points is the study points. You need high study points, because at the end of the month you’ll write the exam and if you fail, then every girls affection will greatly suffer. On the other hand, if you pass the exam, a task will open for you, and also the girls affection will be increased.

You can get study points from:
- Be in study group in school (5 points)
- Be in study group with Olivia in school (10 points)
- Study at home on your PC (5 points if you are fresh, 3 points if you are tired)
- Study with one of the girls in the cafeteria
  - Carol – 6 or 8 points depends on if you’ll have sex with her during the study
  - Sasha – 5 points
  - Elena – Don’t study with her, -8 points

Work
At first you can’t work, but shortly after you have to start working, because you have to spend some money on the dress, the gifts, the dates and items. You will have two option where you can work, one will open immediately after you have to work, the other will open later on.

Pizza restaurant
The pizza restaurant work will be available after you talk with Lady Anais first (when she asks one million dollar). You can work here in the afternoon to get some money. Usually you’ll get $80 for one day, but you can get some tips from the girls.

If you refuse the extra service for a couple of times, they save those money, and you can get it at once. So for example if you accept it for the first time, you’ll get $50 tip, but if you refuse it 3 times, and the next time you accept it, you’ll get $200. You can get more than $200 no matter how many more times you refuse it.

Spa
The spa work will be available after Leonora visits you, and then you visits the spa. There will be a scene with Regina, after that you’ll be able to work at the spa. There you can earn $120 for one day.

Girls
In this section we’ll only write the activities that are not in the tasks. There is a short description about the girls, and the the way you can increase (or decrease) the affection and the sex (tasks not included).
Sophie

Overview
Sophie is your personal maid and lover who will do everything for you, not to mention that she is protects you. Usually you can find her in the kitchen in the morning, in her room in the afternoon and in the club at night. Occasionally she will be on the roof in the afternoon. She will appear in many location during the events. Also occasionally she will appear in your room and ask you if she can sleep with you.

Affection
The exam:
- If you fail -> -50 affection
- If you pass -> +10 affection

At the evening, you go to the club, then choose Sophie
- Talk -> +5 affection
- Flirt
  - If affection < 24 -> -5 affection
  - If affection > 24 -> +9 affection
- Gift
  - Balloon -> +8 affection
  - Chocolate -> +14 affection
  - Rose -> +22 affection
  - Teddy -> +34 affection
  - Bear -> +45 affection
  - Makeup -> +55 affection
  - Perfume -> +72 affection
  - Bracelet -> +89 affection
  - Necklace -> +100 affection

Morning:
- If you choose to have training with Sophie -> +3 affection

If you find her on the roof:
- Spend the afternoon with her -> +3 affection
- Learn to drive -> +3 affection

Katerina event -> -30 affection

Sex
After the ceremony of delivery and with more than 60 affection you can have sex with her in her room in the afternoon.

Carol

Overview
Carol is a cute, nerdy girl with cute glasses. She is quite shy, but (as almost all the girls) she is into you. But why is she on the island? That’s a mystery for now. Usually you can find her in her room in the morning, in the afternoon and at night. Occasionally
you can find her in the bathroom and on the roof in the afternoon. Later on, she will be in the living room and in the kitchen in the afternoon. Also, you can find her in the cafeteria after your class.

**Affection**

The exam:

- If you fail -> -90 affection
- If you pass -> +15 affection

Go to the cafeteria in the school, and choose Carol:

- Talk -> +5 affection
- Flirt
  - If affection < 24 -> -5 affection
  - If affection > 24 -> +9 affection
- Study
  - If affection < 62 -> -5 affection
  - If affinity > 62
    - If affection < 70 -> +16 affection & +6 study
    - If affection > 70 & you already dated with her in the pizza restaurant) -> +10 affection & +8 study
- Go to the schoolyard
  - If affinity < 80 -> -5 affection
  - If affinity > 80 -> +16 affection
- Gift
  - Balloon -> +8 affection
  - Chocolate -> +14 affection
  - Rose -> +22 affection
  - Teddy -> +34 affection
  - Bear -> +45 affection
  - Makeup -> +55 affection
  - Perfume -> +72 affection
  - Bracelet -> +89 affection
  - Necklace -> +100 affection

If you find her on the roof:

- Spend the afternoon with her -> +3 affection
- Ask her to show intimate parts
  - If affection < 123 -> -15 affection
  - If affection > 123 -> +5 affection

If you find her in the living room (after she talked with Ruby):

- Go on a date (you need $60 and affection >200)
  - Don't buy the bear -> -30 affection
  - Buy the bear -> +10 affection

If you find her in the kitchen (after your date):

- Go on a date ($40)
  - Don't pay the bill -> -30 affection
  - Pay the bill -> +10 affection

Spy on her:

- Bedroom:
If affection < 25 -> -15 affection
If affection > 25 -> +3 affection

**Bathroom:**
- If affection < 25
  - If you didn’t see her naked -> -15 affection
  - If you did see her naked -> -10 affection
- If affection > 25 -> +5 affection

**Sex**
- If you have 300 affection, go to the roof. If she is alone there, you can have sex with her.
- After the sex, and the dates, when you study with her at school library, you can lick her pussy.

**Event**
- You can check the event chain in Carol event section.

**Elena**

**Overview**
Elena is the sporty girl with big breasts, and if you play right, maybe she will be your girlfriend. Usually you can find her in her room in the morning, in the afternoon and at night. Occasionally you can find her in the bathroom and on the roof in the afternoon. Later on, she will be in the living room (for an event) and in the kitchen (for an event) in the afternoon. Also, you can find her in the cafeteria after your class.

**Affection**

**The exam:**
- If you fail -> -25 affection
- If you pass -> +10 affection

Go to the cafeteria in the school, and choose Elena:

**Talk**
- If she is not your girlfriend -> +5 affection
- If she is your girlfriend -> +20 affection

**Flirt**
- If she is not your girlfriend
  - If affection < 24 -> -5 affection
  - If affection > 24 -> +9 affection
- If she is your girlfriend
  - If affection < 24 -> -20 affection
  - If affection > 24 -> +40 affection

**Study**
- If she is not your girlfriend
  - If affection < 62, then -5 affection
  - If affection > 62, then +16 affection and -8 study
- If she is your girlfriend
  - If affection < 62, then -40 affection
  - If affection > 62, then +10 affection and -3 study

**Go to the park**
- If she is not your girlfriend
  - If affection < 90, then -5 affection
- If affection > 90, then +16 affection
  - If she is your girlfriend
    - If affection < 90, then -50 affection
    - If affection > 90, then +60 affection
- Gift
  - Balloon -> +8 affection
  - Chocolate -> +14 affection
  - Rose -> +22 affection
  - Teddy -> +34 affection
  - Bear -> +45 affection
  - Makeup -> +55 affection
  - Perfume -> +72 affection
  - Bracelet -> +89 affection
  - Necklace -> +100 affection
- Sport
  - If she is not your girlfriend
    - If affection < 80, then -5 affection
  - If she is your girlfriend
  - If affection < 80, then -5 affection

If you find her on the roof:

- Spend the afternoon with her -> +3 affection
- Ask her to show intimate parts
  - If affection < 123 -> -15 affection
  - If affection > 123
    - If didn’t have sex with her -> +5 affection
    - If already had sex with her -> +15 affection

If you meet her in the city:

- If you don’t have $100 or you don’t want to pay -> -30 affection
- If you have $100 and pay -> +20 affection

If she wants to go to the boutique while you meet with her in the city:

- If you don’t have $200 or don’t want to pay -> -60 affection
- If you have $200 and pay -> +20 affection

Spy on her:

- Bedroom:
  - If affection < 70 -> -30 affection
  - If affection > 70 -> +15 affection
- Bathroom:
  - If affection < 25 -> -15 affection
  - If affection > 25 -> +5 affection

Meet her in the locker room

- If affection > 80 -> +15 affection

Sex

- After she became your girlfriend, you can sex with her in the bathroom when you are spying and she is there.
• After she became your girlfriend, you can sex with her in her room. Multiple sex available depends on the day time.
• After she became your girlfriend, you can sex with her in the park when you choose date in school.
• After she became your girlfriend, you can have sex with her at the schoolyard, you’ll lose 100 affection

Sasha

Overview
Sasha is a cute blonde girl, who we don’t know much about. Hopefully this mystery will be solved in the future. Usually you can find her in her room in the morning, in the afternoon and at night. Occasionally you can find her in the bathroom and on the roof in the afternoon. Later on, she will be in the kitchen (for an event) in the afternoon. Also, you can find her in the cafeteria after your class.

Affection
The exam:
• If you fail -> -80 affection
• If you pass -> +10 affection

Go to the cafeteria in the school, and choose Sasha:
• Talk -> +5 affection
• Flirt
  o If affection < 24 -> -5 affection
  o If affection > 24 -> +9 affection
• Study
  o If affection < 62, then -5 affection
  o If affection > 62, then +16 affection and +5 study
• Go to the park
  o If affection < 80, then -5 affection
  o If affection > 80, then +16 affection
• Gift
  o Balloon -> +8 affection
  o Chocolate -> +14 affection
  o Rose -> +22 affection
  o Teddy -> +34 affection
  o Bear -> +45 affection
  o Makeup -> +55 affection
  o Perfume -> +72 affection
  o Bracelet -> +89 affection
  o Necklace -> +100 affection

If you find her on the roof:
• Spend the afternoon with her -> +3 affection
• Ask her to show intimate parts
  o If affection < 123 -> -15 affection
  o If affection > 123 -> +5 affection

Spy on her:
• Bedroom:
  o If affection < 25 -> -15 affection
Olivia

**Overview**

She is one of the three teachers of the school. She seems quite shy at the beginning, and she is one of those you didn’t get used to the islands rules and habits, since she wears quite conservative clothes, also she have her fiance’s ring too. So you have to help her to turn into a good slut. Usually you can find her at the teacher’s room after your class, also in your class when you have class with her. She appears in other places in her task.

**Affection**

The exam:

- If you fail -> -90 affection
- If you pass -> +10 affection

In the school when you do group study with her -> +5 affection

If you visit her after school and chose to spend time with her (then random):

- Spend the afternoon with her -> +5 affection
- Fuck her

First time you go to her after she became yours:

- “Put your ass up on the bed.” -> +100 affection
- “Not yet.” -> +100 affection

Miranda

**Overview**

Miranda is the doctor of the island, what’s more, she is your and your family’s personal doctor. Of course she is not simply that, but she is your lover too. You can find her in the club at night, and she will appear at various events too.

**Affection**

At the evening, you go to the club, then choose Miranda:

- Talk -> +5 affection
- Flirt
  - If affection < 24 -> -5 affection
  - If affection > 24 -> +9 affection
- Gift
  - Balloon -> +8 affection
  - Chocolate -> +14 affection
  - Rose -> +22 affection
  - Teddy -> +34 affection
  - Bear -> +45 affection
  - Makeup -> +55 affection
  - Perfume -> +72 affection
  - Bracelet -> +89 affection
Necklace -> +100 affection

Katerina
You can meet with her in the detention room. No other activities yet.

Anais
You can meet with her in the Temple of the Servant Guild. No other activities with her yet.

Bianca
No activities with her yet.

Alice
You can meet her in the Spa. No activities with her yet.

Kyo
You can meet her in the Spa room. No other activities with her yet.

Leonora
Beside the tasks, no other activities with her yet.

Elisa
No activities with her yet.

Alexia
No other activities with her yet.

Freyja
You can meet with her in the Temple of the Servant Guild. No other activities with her yet.

Paula
You can group study with her. No other activities with her yet.

Ruby
You can group study with her. No other activities with her yet.

Karina
You can group study with her. No other activities with her yet.

Valeria
No activities with her yet.

Astrid
You can meet with her in the Temple of the Servant Guild. No other activities with her yet.

Eve
No activities with her yet.

Johanna
No activities with her yet.
Veronica
No activities with her yet.

Lucia
No activities with her yet.

Osiris
No activities with her yet.

Cornelia
You can meet with her in the hospital. No activities with her yet.

Karmen
You can meet with her at the city center on Wednesday. No other activities with her yet.

Franchesca
No activities with her yet.

Marian
You can meet with her at the Temple of the Brotherhood. No other activities with her yet.

Kaira
You can meet with her at the Spa. No activities with her yet.

Andrea
No activities with her yet.

Clarissa
You can meet with her at the Spa. No activities with her yet.

Rosa
You can meet with her at the pizza restaurant. No other activities with her yet.

Octavia
You can meet her in the principal’s office. No other activities with her yet.

Maps
There are two type of maps in the game, the city map and the map of each buildings and room (interior map).

There are two color icon in the city map, red and blue. The red leads you to the other parts of the map, the blue leads to the different available places on that part of the map.

In the following part, we’ll check every part of the city, how can you reach each part, what can you find there, and the parts of the buildings.

There are links in the list which moves you to that part of the map.
This is the whole city map

City center
This is the first map which appears when you leave your home.

1. Teacher's apartment
2. Central place
3. Home
Teacher's apartment

1. Olivia's apartment
2. City center
3. Closed door

Olivia's apartment

Room

1. Exit the apartment
2. Hall
3. Salon
1. Bedroom
2. Kitchen
3. Bathroom
4. Room

Salon
1. Room
Bedroom

1. Hall

Kitchen

1. Hall
1. **Hall**

**Central place**

1. **Workplaces**
2. **City Center**
Workplaces

1. Spa
2. Pizza restaurant
3. Central place

Temples

1. Temple of the Brotherhood
2. Temple of the Servant Guild
Cemetery entrance

1. Entrance
2. Cemetery
Port

1. Port bar
2. Port beach

Port bar

1. Port bar terrace
2. Port
3. Port bar balcony
Port bar terrace

1. Port bar

Port bar balcony

1. Port bar
Port beach

1. Port
2. Beach
3. Boat

Crossroad
Hospital

1. Hospital

School

1. Principal hallway
2. Teacher's room
3. Hallway
4. Gym
5. Cafeteria (not always visible)
6. Home (not always visible)
1. School
2. Principal’s corridor
3. Storage room

Principal’s corridor

1. Principal hallway
2. Principal’s office
1. Principal hallway

Teacher's room

1. School
Hallway

1. School
2. Small classroom
3. Toilet

Small classroom

1. Hallway
Toilet
1. Toilet stall
2. Toilet stall
3. Hallway

Gym
1. School
2. Locker room
1. **Gym**

**House**

You can go to others room if you dare, also you can go to the living room and the roof to meet the others. Occasionally you'll find the others in other part of the house, which usually the start of somekind of activity.

**Your room**
**Corridor**

1. Your room
2. Sophie’s room
3. Bathroom
4. Girls’ corridor
5. Kitchen

**Girls’ corridor**

1. Sasha’s room
2. Carol’s room
3. Elena’s room
4. Corridor
**Kitchen**

1. Corridor
2. Living room

**Living room**

1. Kitchen
2. Lobby
Lobby

1. Roof
2. Home
3. Entrance

Entrance

1. Lobby
2. City